
January 2011 
Key: Inflation, overheating emerging markets helping the West out of the mud 
 
I would be grateful if you would subscribe to my site http://goedbeleggen.wordpress.com/ , on 
the right hand side below the picture. 
Have a look at my stockpicks; http://home.tiscali.nl/victorgoossens.nl// 
Any comments or ideas are welcome. 

   

                                         

   
 
  
  



 
 
 
  
Portfolio: 
Decreased with 3.3 % (Underperforming the AEX with 5.1%) 2010 -3.3%, mainly due to 
hedging the portfolio. 
Since inception Oct 2006 +77% (a 111% outperformance to the AEX) or 17.4% per annum on 
a weighted average basis. 
Cash: 26% of the portfolio. Note these above mentioned performances were made with an 
average cash position of 30% (so average market exposure has been 70% since Oct 2006) 
Winners: Regal petroleum +58%, Serengeti +55%, AMG +47%, Eternal energy +39% & RPT 
+28% 
Losers: Plastinum -42%, Pacific comox -26%, Probe mines -24%, Tombstone -18% & 
Goldsource -16% 
Exits: AMG (part), Campine (all), Sterling energy), Tombstone (part), Draka (part) 
Trades: (Result 0.7% on the portfolio, Heritage oil, Akzo, PC Gold, Sterling Energy & 
Garibaldi)  
Hedging the portfolio with FTI’s -1.5% on the portfolio 
Initial position taken in: Nautilus Minerals 
Increased position in:  
Largest positions (in size): 1. Draka, 2.Noront, 3.CFE, 4.Boskalis, 5.Rainy River, 6.Amerisur, 
7.Victoria Gold, 8.Probe Mines, 9.Grange resources, 10.RPT, VMS Ventures, Hamon, Fission 
Energy, Intern Stem Cell corp, Hathor, BAM, Redstar gold, Stern, AND, AMG, UNG ETF, 
Brasil ETF, Fairstar, Campine, Regal Petroleum, Duluth metals, Goldsource mines, Fancamp, 
Kodiak, Ryland oil Fairstar, Thenergo, Celtic minerals, North American Gem  
 
Good money was made on Amerisur, RPT, Fission energy, AMG & Nautilus minerals 
Lost money on Noront, Probe mines, Victoria & Rainy River 
 
The month: 
January showed a drop of 3.3%, mainly due to -1.5% by hedging the portfolio for an expected 
(healthy) correction which didn’t occur and a after a 9% jump in December. The cyclicals and 
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financials (not in the portfolio) continued its run. Most investors and technical analysts are 
predicting a correction, but it hasn’t really happened yet. Note that most of these predictors 
will take this correction to add to their positions, so sentiment continues to be very positive.  
 
Risks: 
Debt problems have not disappeared. Occasionally when people least expect it, the 
problems of (South) Europe and the United States will burp up again, putting pressure on the 
markets. 
I think eventually the European politicians will decide not to go for the full sponsoring of 
(Greek, Irish, and Spanish) banks, but will decide to induce the automatic conversion of bank 
debt into equity if things go really bad for the banks. (This will scare most investors, but I 
think this the best solution if banks don’t improve their financial position and continue their 
ancient strategy of using high leverage to increase their bonuses and if losses occur to shift it 
on the tax payer). 
US housing still in a bad shape. 
US Employment still not good, but very slowly improving. Note one of the reasons why 
there is no structural improvement comes from the fact that a lot of US corporations want to 
remain flexible and hire more temps (on which they don’t have to pay for the rising healthcare 
and pension cost). Temps in the US remains an interesting sector to invest in. 
 
Outlook: 
Short term (1 month); occasionally I continue to hedge the portfolio with futures. The AEX 
showed a 13% run since the end of Nov 2010 without a real correction, I see the markets are 
getting tired, whereas the middle east turmoil and other light Macro numbers had no real 
negative influence on the markets. Maybe the widely watched Chinese inflation figures 
tomorrow might bring some more insight where we are heading. 
I continue to look for triggers which might induce a sharp and swift drop in the markets on the 
short run. On this correction I will add small/medium sized co’s of excellent quality, 
mainly of cyclical nature, not defensive companies. Cash, currently 26% will be reduced 
to the 0/5% range. 
 
Medium term (1 year); equities are still not expensive and most corporations see a good 
environment for 2011 and beyond. Cost cutting and a pickup in sales continues to drive 
margins and profits. I expect M&A to put icing on the cake. The ongoing shift form bonds 
into equities will add positively to a potentially great equity market for 2011. The economies 
are all showing good improvements. What we have seen the last couple of months is the shift 
from Emerging markets to Western markets, specially based on the valuation gap and the 
worsening inflation situation in emerging markets. 
Stock picking will become more important.  
 
 
Strategy: 
TINA (There Is No Alternative to equities) rules for 2011.  
Bond yields are increasing due to the improved economic outlook and higher than expected 
inflation numbers around the world 
Real Estate is still not sound enough, a lot of hidden corpses in their closets and with rising 
rates (re)financing remains difficult.  
Cash is also more risky with increasing inflation and devaluation of paper money, especially 
in the US.  
 



2011 looks great for equities and commodities, with the focus on the 1st one. 
Debt Risks remain on the PIIGGS and eventually the US problems will show up again 
(Housing, Jobs/consumer spending, poverty, Debt, Obama care and the new one; student 
loans) 
 
My earlier assumptions for 2010 worked and will continue in 2011: 
Interest rates (and Inflation) will remain low (Bernanke; ‘US far from being out of the 
woods’; more QE) 
Corporate profit growth will be better than the (already high) expectations 
No job or housing recovery yet 
Black Swans; Inflation, Euro contagion 
Moderate economic recovery for 2011 (Stimuli is being withdrawn) 
 
Modus: Buy on the expected correction of -5 to -10%, note emerging markets will than 
correct more, a perfect opportunity to buy for the long term. 
 
Key points to follow: Inflation (specially in emerging markets), European debt contagion, 
Unemployment (&Consumers spending), House prices & sales (still a large part of sales are 
foreclosures and there are lot of houses on the bank books), Commercial real estate, Deflation, 
Debt, Chinese Inflation, VIX,  ISM producers index, Re-stocking, Health of the banks & Real 
growth of companies sales & earnings. 
 
I would be very helpful if you can send me your comments, Ideas and Investment proposals.  
Stock picks are of course very welcome ;-) 
 
Good luck,  
Kind regards, 
 
Victor Goossens 
vgoossens@ziggo.nl 
 
 
Interesting stories and advice what to do, in Dutch; http://goedbeleggen.wordpress.com/ or 
http://www.1beleggen.blogspot.com/  
Interesting links and Portfolio stories: www.victorgoossens.nl 
 
 
 
Disclaimer: 
 
Informatie: De informatie in deze email wordt uitsluitend ter informatie ende vermaak aangeboden en is op generlei wijze 
bedoeld als advies of aanbieding om effecten of andere financiële instrumenten aan te kopen of te verkopen. V Goossens kan 
echter niet aansprakelijk worden gehouden voor enigerlei schade, verliezen of kosten door inaccurate, incorrecte en/of 
onvolledige informatie op haar website.  
 
English: 
Information made available on this web site (http://victorgoossens.nl) does not purport to be a complete description of the 
securities, markets or developments referred to on this web site. All expressions of opinion reflect the judgment of Victor 
Goossens as of this date and are subject to change. The information has been obtained from sources considered reliable but 
such information may be neither accurate nor complete. Victor Goossens may buy or sell securities of companies named or 
described on this web site in the course of regular business. This is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of any offer to 
buy or sell the securities named or described on this web site. Nothing made available at this web site constitutes 
financial/business advice.  
Additionally, this web site contains forward-looking statements, within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation 
Reform Act of 1995 (the "Act"). In particular, the words "plan," "confident that," "believe," "expect," "intend to" and similar 



conditional expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Act and are subject to 
the safe harbor created by the Act. Such statements are subject to certain risks and uncertainties and assume specific industry 
and general economic conditions. Actual results could differ materially from those expressed in any forward-looking 
statements. Such risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, market conditions, competitive factors, additional 
financings and other risks.  
 
 
 


